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Gene Editing & Modification: Refining CRISPR-Cas9 and other technologies for precise genetic
alterations to treat genetic disorders.
+

This objective explores the refinement of gene editing technologies like CRISPR-Cas9 for
precise, targeted alterations in the genome to correct mutations causing genetic disorders,
providing new therapeutic avenues.

Research Methodology

Identification of Target Genes

Comprehensive genomic analyses and collaboration with genetic databases to pinpoint mutations
responsible for specific disorders.

Designing CRISPR-Cas9 Systems

Crafting CRISPR-Cas9 systems with guide RNAs tailored to the identified mutations, ensuring
specificity and efficacy in gene editing.

In Vitro Testing

Evaluating the designed CRISPR systems in cell cultures to assess editing efficiency, off-target
effects, and mutation correction potential.

In Vivo Testing

Translating successful in vitro results to animal models to test therapeutic efficacy and monitor
for side effects.

Clinical Trials

Implementing rigorously designed clinical trials to evaluate safety and effectiveness in humans,
adhering to ethical standards and regulatory requirements.

Research Approach

Adopting a comprehensive, interdisciplinary strategy, incorporating molecular biology, genetics,
bioinformatics, and clinical research to develop safe and effective gene therapies.
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Protocols

Developing Guide RNAs: Utilizing bioinformatics tools to design guide RNAs that target
specific genetic mutations with high precision.
CRISPR-Cas9 Vector Construction: Assembling CRISPR-Cas9 vectors with the
designed guide RNAs, ensuring optimal delivery and expression within target cells.
Cell Culture and Transfection: Cultivating human or animal cells that carry the target
mutation and introducing the CRISPR-Cas9 vectors using efficient transfection methods.
Genomic Analysis Post-Editing: Analyzing edited cells through sequencing to confirm
precise genetic modifications and absence of off-target effects.
Ethical Considerations and Regulatory Compliance: Following ethical guidelines for
genetic editing research and obtaining necessary approvals from regulatory bodies.

Alternative Proteins: Developing lab-grown meats and plant-based substitutes for sustainable food
production.
+

This research objective focuses on the development of sustainable food production methods
through the innovation of alternative proteins, including lab-grown meats and plant-based
substitutes. The goal is to meet the growing global demand for protein in an environmentally
friendly and ethically responsible manner.

Research Methodology

Assessment of Current Protein Sources

Evaluating the environmental impact, nutritional value, and scalability of current protein sources
to identify limitations and areas for improvement.

Development of Lab-Grown Meats

Cultivating meat cells in bioreactors to create muscle tissue that mirrors conventionally produced
meat in texture, flavor, and nutritional content without the need for livestock farming.

Enhancement of Plant-Based Proteins

Utilizing genetic engineering and fermentation processes to improve the taste, texture, and
nutritional profile of plant-based proteins, making them more appealing to a broader range of
consumers.

Consumer Acceptance Studies

Conducting market research and consumer taste tests to assess acceptance of alternative proteins
and identify preferences and barriers to adoption.
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Environmental and Economic Analysis

Analyzing the environmental benefits and cost-effectiveness of alternative protein sources
compared to traditional animal agriculture to evaluate their sustainability and market potential.

Research Approach

This research will employ an interdisciplinary approach, combining biotechnology, nutritional
science, environmental science, and economics. Collaboration with the food industry and
consumer groups will be key to understanding market needs and promoting adoption of
alternative proteins.

Protocols

Cell Line Selection and Optimization: Choosing appropriate animal cell lines for lab-
grown meat production and optimizing growth conditions to maximize yield and quality.
Protein Extraction and Purification: Developing efficient methods for extracting and
purifying proteins from plant sources, ensuring they retain their nutritional value and
functional properties.
Formulation and Product Development: Creating appealing and nutritious food products
from lab-grown meats and plant-based proteins, including testing for shelf stability and
safety.
Sustainability Assessment: Using life cycle assessment (LCA) tools to quantify the
environmental benefits of alternative proteins, including greenhouse gas emissions, water
usage, and land use.
Market Analysis and Consumer Feedback: Implementing surveys and focus groups to
gather consumer feedback on alternative protein products and refine product offerings
based on preferences and insights.

Regenerative Medicine: Advancing technologies for tissue repair and organ regeneration.
+

Focused on harnessing the potential of stem cells and biomaterials, this objective aims to develop
advanced technologies for repairing damaged tissues and regenerating organs. The ultimate goal
is to provide innovative treatments for conditions currently deemed irreversible, significantly
improving patient outcomes and quality of life.

Research Methodology

Stem Cell Research

Investigating various sources of stem cells, including embryonic, adult, and induced pluripotent
stem cells (iPSCs), to understand their differentiation capabilities and potential applications in
regenerating specific tissues and organs.
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Development of Biomaterials

Designing and testing biocompatible materials that can support the growth and differentiation of
stem cells into functional tissues, including scaffolds that mimic the extracellular matrix.

Tissue Engineering and 3D Bioprinting

Utilizing tissue engineering techniques and 3D bioprinting technology to create structured tissues
with the necessary mechanical and biological properties for successful implantation and
integration with host tissues.

In Vivo Modelling and Regeneration

Conducting in vivo studies to evaluate the efficacy and safety of regenerated tissues and organs in
animal models, focusing on their functionality, integration with existing tissues, and long-term
stability.

Clinical Translation

Translating successful preclinical models to human clinical trials, assessing the regenerative
medicine therapies safety, efficacy, and potential side effects in treating various diseases and
injuries.

Research Approach

This research will utilize a multidisciplinary approach, bringing together experts in cell biology,
materials science, engineering, and clinical medicine. Collaboration with regulatory bodies will
ensure that the developed regenerative therapies adhere to safety and ethical standards.

Protocols

Isolation and Cultivation of Stem Cells: Standardizing protocols for the isolation,
expansion, and differentiation of stem cells in a controlled laboratory environment.
Scaffold Fabrication: Employing techniques such as electrospinning, 3D printing, and
decellularization to fabricate scaffolds that support tissue growth and regeneration.
Biocompatibility and Toxicity Testing: Assessing the biocompatibility of biomaterials
and the potential toxicity of scaffolds and regenerated tissues through in vitro and in vivo
tests.
Functional Assessment of Regenerated Tissues: Evaluating the functional properties of
engineered tissues, including mechanical strength, electrical conductivity, and biological
activity, to ensure they meet the requirements for clinical application.
Regulatory Compliance and Ethical Considerations: Navigating the regulatory
landscape for regenerative medicine products, including obtaining approvals for clinical
trials and ensuring ethical considerations are fully addressed.

Personalized Medicine: Using AI to tailor treatments based on individual genetic profiles.
+
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Personalized medicine leverages the power of artificial intelligence (AI) and genomics to
customize healthcare. By analyzing individual genetic profiles, AI algorithms can predict the most
effective treatments, reduce side effects, and optimize patient outcomes. This objective focuses on
developing AI-driven approaches for the implementation of personalized medicine,
revolutionizing patient care by making it more precise, predictive, and preventative.

Research Methodology

Genetic Data Collection

Collecting comprehensive genetic data from a diverse population sample, ensuring a wide
representation of genetic variations to enhance the predictive power of AI models.

AI Model Development

Designing and training AI algorithms to analyze genetic information, identify patterns related to
disease susceptibility and treatment response, and predict optimal therapeutic approaches.

Validation and Refinement

Validating AI predictions with clinical outcomes to assess accuracy and reliability, continuously
refining models based on real-world data to improve predictive capabilities.

Integration into Clinical Practice

Developing protocols for the integration of AI-driven personalized medicine tools into clinical
settings, including training healthcare professionals on their use and interpreting AI
recommendations.

Ethical and Regulatory Considerations

Addressing ethical and regulatory challenges associated with genetic data privacy, consent, and
the use of AI in healthcare decision-making.

Research Approach

Adopting an interdisciplinary approach that combines expertise in genomics, data science, AI, and
clinical medicine. Collaboration with technology developers, healthcare providers, and regulatory
bodies will be crucial to navigate the complexities of implementing AI in personalized medicine.

Protocols

Genetic Sequencing and Analysis: Implementing high-throughput sequencing
technologies to capture detailed genetic profiles and utilizing bioinformatics tools for data
analysis.
Machine Learning Algorithms: Employing machine learning techniques, such as deep
learning and neural networks, to construct models capable of complex pattern recognition
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in genetic data.
Clinical Trial Design: Designing clinical trials to test the efficacy of AI-recommended
treatments, ensuring robust methodologies that can capture the nuances of personalized
therapy outcomes.
Data Privacy Measures: Establishing strict data protection measures to safeguard patient
genetic information, in compliance with global data privacy regulations.
Stakeholder Engagement: Engaging with patients, healthcare providers, and
policymakers to foster an understanding of personalized medicine s benefits and address
potential concerns.

Biosensors: Enhancing non-invasive monitoring of health parameters.
+

This objective targets the development and improvement of biosensors for the non-invasive
monitoring of health parameters, facilitating early detection of diseases, real-time health
monitoring, and personalized healthcare. The focus is on leveraging cutting-edge technology to
create biosensors that are accurate, user-friendly, and minimally invasive.

Research Methodology

Identification of Biomarkers

Identifying specific biomarkers for various diseases that can be accurately measured non-
invasively, serving as early indicators of health issues.

Development of Sensor Technologies

Designing and developing advanced sensor technologies capable of detecting biomarkers in non-
invasive samples such as sweat, saliva, or breath.

Integration with Wearable Devices

Integrating biosensors into wearable devices, ensuring they are comfortable, user-friendly, and
capable of real-time data transmission for continuous monitoring.

Data Analysis and AI Application

Applying data analysis techniques and artificial intelligence to interpret the data collected by
biosensors, providing actionable health insights.

Clinical Validation

Conducting clinical trials to validate the accuracy, reliability, and effectiveness of the biosensors
in real-world health monitoring applications.
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Research Approach

A multidisciplinary approach will be employed, combining expertise from biomedical
engineering, materials science, computer science, and clinical medicine. Collaboration with
technology developers and healthcare professionals will be essential to ensure the biosensors meet
clinical needs and user expectations.

Protocols

Biomarker Discovery and Selection: Employing genomic and proteomic studies to
identify and select biomarkers for specific health conditions.
Sensor Design and Fabrication: Utilizing nanotechnology and microfabrication
techniques to develop sensitive and selective biosensors.
Integration and Miniaturization: Engineering biosensors to be seamlessly integrated into
wearable devices, focusing on miniaturization and power optimization.
Data Management and Privacy: Implementing secure data management systems to
protect user privacy while allowing for the collection and analysis of large datasets.
User Experience Design: Designing the wearable biosensor interface to be intuitive,
ensuring ease of use and broad adoption among diverse user groups.

Bioactive Materials: Developing self-healing polymers and other materials that interact
beneficially with biological tissues.
+

The aim of this research objective is to pioneer the development of bioactive materials, such as
self-healing polymers, that can interact in a beneficial manner with biological tissues. These
materials have the potential to revolutionize medical treatments by enhancing tissue repair and
regeneration, reducing inflammation, and providing scaffolds for cell growth.

Research Methodology

Material Synthesis

Synthesizing bioactive polymers and materials with intrinsic properties such as self-healing,
biocompatibility, and the ability to promote tissue integration and regeneration.

Characterization and Optimization

Characterizing the physical, chemical, and biological properties of the developed materials to
ensure they meet the desired criteria for interaction with biological tissues.

In Vitro Testing

Evaluating the bioactivity and biocompatibility of the materials in vitro, using cell culture models
to assess their effects on cell viability, proliferation, and differentiation.
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In Vivo Evaluation

Conducting in vivo studies to examine the integration, healing capabilities, and overall
performance of the bioactive materials within biological systems.

Translational Applications

Identifying and developing specific medical applications for the bioactive materials, such as
wound healing patches, tissue engineering scaffolds, or drug delivery systems.

Research Approach

This research will involve a collaborative approach, integrating disciplines such as chemistry,
materials science, biology, and engineering. Partnerships with clinical researchers will facilitate
the translation of laboratory findings into practical medical applications.

Protocols

Material Synthesis Protocol: Detailed procedures for the synthesis of bioactive polymers,
ensuring reproducibility and consistency in material properties.
Biocompatibility Assessment: Standardized tests to evaluate the compatibility of materials
with biological tissues, including cytotoxicity assays and protein adsorption studies.
Self-healing Efficiency Measurement: Methods to quantify the self-healing capabilities of
polymers, assessing the recovery of mechanical strength and structural integrity after
damage.
Tissue Integration Studies: Protocols for in vivo assessment of material integration with
tissues, monitoring the healing process, tissue response, and any adverse effects.
Application Development Process: Guidelines for the development of medical
applications utilizing bioactive materials, focusing on design criteria, functionality, and
patient safety.

Microbial Fermentation: Utilizing fermentation to produce biofuels and pharmaceuticals
sustainably.
+

Leveraging microbial fermentation presents a sustainable pathway to produce biofuels and
pharmaceuticals, minimizing environmental impact while maximizing efficiency. This research
objective focuses on optimizing fermentation processes using genetically engineered microbes to
enhance yield and reduce costs, thereby contributing to sustainable industrial practices.

Research Methodology

Strain Selection and Genetic Engineering

Identifying and engineering microbial strains with high efficiency and resilience for biofuel and
pharmaceutical production, employing techniques like CRISPR-Cas9 for precise genetic
modifications.
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Optimization of Fermentation Conditions

Developing optimal fermentation protocols by varying parameters such as temperature, pH, and
nutrient availability to maximize product yield and quality.

Scale-Up and Process Integration

Translating successful laboratory-scale fermentation processes to industrial scale, ensuring
process stability and integrating with downstream processing for product recovery and
purification.

Sustainability Assessment

Evaluating the environmental impact of the fermentation process through life cycle assessment
(LCA), aiming to identify and mitigate any adverse effects on sustainability.

Commercial Viability Analysis

Assessing the economic feasibility of the optimized fermentation processes for biofuel and
pharmaceutical production, considering factors like production cost, market demand, and
regulatory compliance.

Research Approach

This research will adopt an interdisciplinary approach, encompassing microbiology, genetic
engineering, chemical engineering, environmental science, and economics. Collaboration with
industry partners will be key to ensuring the practical applicability and commercial success of the
developed fermentation processes.

Protocols

Microbial Strain Engineering: Detailed procedures for the genetic modification of
microbial strains to enhance their production capabilities.
Fermentation Process Optimization: Step-by-step protocols for conducting fermentation
experiments under various conditions to determine the optimal process parameters.
Product Recovery and Purification: Methods for the efficient extraction and purification
of biofuels and pharmaceuticals from fermentation broths.
Environmental Impact Assessment: Guidelines for performing LCAs to evaluate the
sustainability of the fermentation process.
Economic Analysis: Frameworks for analyzing the cost-effectiveness of microbial
fermentation in producing biofuels and pharmaceuticals, considering market trends and
regulatory factors.

Bioprinting: Accelerating the creation of complex tissue models for research and therapeutic
applications.
+
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Bioprinting technology stands at the forefront of regenerative medicine and tissue engineering,
offering groundbreaking approaches to developing complex tissue models. This objective seeks to
enhance bioprinting techniques to fabricate detailed, functional tissues that can be used for
advanced research and therapeutic applications, thereby revolutionizing treatments for a variety of
conditions.

Research Methodology

Advancements in Bioprinting Technology

Investigating and developing new bioprinting technologies that can accurately and efficiently
create complex tissue structures, including improvements in printing resolution, speed, and
material versatility.

Materials Development

Designing biocompatible, bioresorbable printing materials that can support cell growth and tissue
development, focusing on the creation of hydrogels and other scaffolding substances that mimic
the natural extracellular matrix.

Cell Line Optimization

Selecting and optimizing cell lines for use in bioprinting, ensuring high viability and the ability to
differentiate into the necessary cell types for tissue formation.

Integration of Vascular Networks

Developing methods to incorporate vascular structures within bioprinted tissues, ensuring
adequate nutrient and oxygen delivery to maintain tissue viability.

Functional Testing and Validation

Conducting rigorous testing of bioprinted tissues to evaluate their functionality, including
mechanical properties, cellular behavior, and integration with existing biological systems.

Research Approach

Embracing a multidisciplinary approach that combines bioengineering, material science, cell
biology, and clinical insights to push the boundaries of what s possible with bioprinting.
Collaboration with clinical researchers and industry partners will ensure that the bioprinted tissues
meet both scientific and practical application standards.

Protocols

Bioprinter Calibration: Procedures for calibrating bioprinters to handle different
materials and cell types, ensuring precise and reproducible results.
Material Synthesis and Preparation: Guidelines for synthesizing and preparing
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bioprinting materials that are conducive to cell growth and tissue development.
Cell Preparation and Integration: Protocols for preparing cell lines for printing,
including steps to optimize cell density, viability, and distribution within the printed
structure.
Tissue Maturation and Cultivation: Methods for the post-printing cultivation of tissues,
including the development of vascular networks and the maturation of tissue structures.
Functional Assessment of Printed Tissues: Comprehensive testing protocols to assess the
mechanical, structural, and biological functionality of bioprinted tissues.

Other Focussed Areas

Phage Therapy: Exploring bacteriophages as alternatives to antibiotics for treating bacterial1.
infections.
Machine Learning in Tissue Engineering: Applying ML algorithms to optimize 3D2.
bioprinting processes and other aspects of tissue engineering.
Optimization of Microbial Growth: Improving the efficiency of microbial processes for3.
better yield in various applications.
Natural Toxin Production Understanding: Researching the production mechanisms of4.
toxins like pyocyanin by pathogens to counter antibiotic resistance.
Gene Therapy for Mitochondrial Diseases: Targeting mutations in the mitochondrial5.
genome for treating chronic and metabolic diseases.
Precision Genome Engineering: Developing T-cell therapies for cancer treatment, focusing6.
on specific cancer mutations.
Immune Tolerance Platforms: Facilitating regenerative medicine without the need for7.
lifelong immunosuppression.
Aging and Rejuvenation Biology: Studying aging in human iPSCs to trigger self-8.
rejuvenation mechanisms.
Design of Experiments (DoE) in Biomaterials Research: Employing statistical methods to9.
optimize the development of biomaterials and tissue-engineered constructs.
Advanced Drug Delivery Systems: Designing nanotechnology-based carriers for targeted10.
delivery and controlled release of therapeutics.
Environmental Biotechnology: Developing microbial solutions for pollution cleanup and11.
waste management to protect ecosystems.
Biological Computing: Using living cells to develop biological computers that can process12.
information and solve complex problems efficiently.
Neuroengineering: Innovating devices and therapies to repair, replace, enhance, or13.
otherwise influence neural systems for treating neurological disorders.
Biomimicry in Design: Applying principles from nature to develop new materials and14.
technologies for sustainable living.
Plant Biotechnology: Enhancing crop yield, nutritional value, and environmental stress15.
resistance through genetic modifications.
Wearable Biosensors: Creating wearable devices for continuous health monitoring and16.
disease prediction.
Synthetic Biology: Constructing new biological parts, devices, and systems for a range of17.
applications from medicine to biofuels.
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Bioremediation: Employing organisms to detoxify polluted environments, including water18.
bodies and soils.
Bioenergy: Producing renewable energy from biological sources, including biofuels and19.
biogas, for sustainable power solutions.
Stem Cell Therapy: Harnessing the power of stem cells for regenerating damaged tissues20.
and treating various diseases.
Organ on a Chip: Developing microfluidic cell culture chips that simulate physiological21.
responses of entire organs for drug testing and disease models.
Bioartificial Organs: Engineering functional replacements for damaged organs, combining22.
synthetic and biological materials.
Nanomedicine: Applying nanotechnology for diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of23.
diseases at the molecular level.
Biological Water Purification: Innovating natural and sustainable methods for purifying24.
water using biological systems.
Genomic Medicine: Utilizing genetic information for personalized medicine approaches,25.
including diagnostics and treatment plans tailored to individual genetic makeup.
Biofabrication: Using biological materials and processes to fabricate structures with26.
applications in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine.
Quantum Biology: Exploring quantum phenomena within biological systems to develop27.
new technologies and understand life processes at a quantum level.
Artificial Intelligence in Genomics: Leveraging AI to analyze genetic data for28.
understanding disease mechanisms and developing targeted therapies.
Bioethical Innovation: Addressing ethical issues in bioengineering and biotechnology to29.
ensure responsible research and application of new technologies.
Developing advanced computational models for predicting the behavior of complex30.
biological systems under various conditions to accelerate drug discovery and development
processes.
Engineering robust and scalable bioreactors for the efficient production of biofuels from31.
algae, focusing on reducing costs and increasing yield.
Creating more effective and less invasive biosensing technologies for real-time monitoring32.
of glucose levels in diabetic patients, aiming for seamless integration with smart devices.
Exploring the use of CRISPR technology for the development of next-generation33.
biopesticides that are environmentally friendly and target-specific.
Advancing the field of organ-on-a-chip technology to create more accurate human disease34.
models, thereby reducing the reliance on animal testing in pharmaceutical research.
Investigating new methods of DNA storage to create high-density, long-term data storage35.
solutions that can outperform traditional digital storage technologies.
Developing nanoparticles that can efficiently target and penetrate the blood-brain barrier,36.
offering new avenues for treating neurological disorders.
Creating biodegradable and bioactive wound dressings that promote faster healing and37.
reduce the risk of infection, particularly in burn patients.
Exploring the potential of synthetic biology to create living materials that can adapt, self-38.
repair, and respond to environmental changes.
Developing precision agriculture tools that leverage bioengineering techniques to monitor39.
plant health, optimize water usage, and increase crop yields sustainably.
Advancing the application of machine learning algorithms in the analysis of complex40.
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biological data sets to uncover new insights into disease mechanisms.
Engineering microbial consortia for use in the bioremediation of contaminated soils and41.
water, harnessing their natural detoxification capabilities.
Investigating the mechanics of aging at the cellular and molecular levels to develop42.
interventions that can extend healthspan and lifespan.
Designing smart implantable devices that can monitor and adjust their performance in43.
response to changes in the body’s internal environment.
Creating more efficient enzyme catalysts for use in industrial processes, aiming to reduce44.
energy consumption and carbon emissions.
Exploring the genetic basis of plant resistance to pests and diseases, with the goal of45.
engineering crops that require fewer chemical inputs.
Developing new approaches to vaccine design using bioengineering techniques to produce46.
vaccines that are more effective, stable, and easier to distribute.
Investigating the use of stem cells in regenerative medicine to treat injuries and diseases by47.
promoting the regeneration of damaged tissues and organs.
Advancing our understanding of the human microbiome and its impact on health and48.
disease, aiming to develop microbiome-based therapies.
Engineering biological systems for the synthesis of complex organic compounds, offering a49.
sustainable alternative to traditional chemical synthesis methods.
Developing wearable technology that can continuously monitor multiple health indicators,50.
providing early warning for potential health issues.
Exploring the potential of gene editing to correct genetic defects in endangered species, as51.
part of conservation efforts to prevent extinction.
Creating artificial photosynthesis systems that can efficiently convert carbon dioxide into52.
fuels and other valuable chemicals, mimicking the natural process in plants.
Investigating the role of biomechanics in disease progression, aiming to develop treatments53.
that can modify mechanical forces within the body to halt or reverse disease.
Designing microfluidic devices for use in personalized medicine, enabling rapid on-chip54.
processing of biological samples for diagnostic and therapeutic applications.
Exploring the intersection of bioengineering and artificial intelligence to develop neural55.
networks that can simulate brain activity, advancing our understanding of brain function.
Developing environmentally friendly manufacturing processes for bioplastics, aiming to56.
reduce dependence on fossil fuels and mitigate plastic pollution.
Investigating the use of bioengineering to develop sustainable aquaculture practices that57.
can meet the growing global demand for seafood.
Creating more effective strategies for the delivery of gene therapies, including the58.
development of viral and non-viral vectors that can safely and efficiently introduce genetic
material into cells.
Advancing the field of nanobiotechnology to develop diagnostic tools and treatments that59.
operate at the molecular level, offering unprecedented precision in medicine.
Exploring the use of bioengineering techniques to create artificial muscles for use in60.
robotics, prosthetics, and as part of regenerative medicine strategies.
Developing biosynthetic pathways for the production of biofuels from non-food biomass,61.
aiming to create sustainable and renewable energy sources.
Exploring the therapeutic potential of exosomes as delivery vehicles for drugs and genetic62.
material to treat a wide range of diseases.
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Advancing the efficiency and scalability of biologically derived adhesives for medical and63.
industrial applications, inspired by natural organisms.
Investigating the potential of bioengineering to create drought-resistant plant varieties to64.
ensure food security under changing climate conditions.
Developing innovative strategies for the engineering of personalized tissues and organs for65.
transplantation, using patients own cells to avoid rejection.
Creating next-generation biohybrid robots that integrate biological components, offering66.
enhanced capabilities for environmental monitoring and exploration.
Exploring the use of quantum dots in bioimaging to provide unprecedented resolution and67.
depth in the visualization of cellular processes.
Advancing our understanding of epigenetic modifications and their role in health and68.
disease, aiming to develop epigenetic therapies.
Developing non-invasive methods for early detection of cancer using biomarkers in bodily69.
fluids, significantly improving treatment outcomes.
Engineering synthetic pathways for the biodegradation of plastics, contributing to solving70.
the global issue of plastic pollution.
Creating bioengineered corals resistant to bleaching, aiming to restore and protect coral71.
reefs threatened by climate change.
Investigating the use of bionanotechnology for the development of more effective72.
sunscreen that mimics natural UV protection mechanisms found in marine organisms.
Developing smart fertilizers that release nutrients in response to soil conditions and plant73.
needs, reducing environmental runoff and improving agricultural efficiency.
Exploring the integration of bioengineering and cybernetics to develop advanced74.
prosthetics that offer sensory feedback and more natural control.
Advancing the use of bioengineering in the development of more sustainable and efficient75.
processes for the recycling of electronic waste.
Engineering bacteria to detect and neutralize toxic substances in the environment,76.
providing a biotechnological approach to pollution mitigation.
Developing bioengineered solutions for the stabilization and restoration of eroded77.
coastlines, combining ecological and engineering approaches.
Investigating the potential of bioengineering to improve the efficiency of photosynthesis in78.
crops, aiming to increase yield and resilience to environmental stress.
Creating advanced models of human disease using bioengineered tissues and organs,79.
improving the accuracy of preclinical research and drug testing.
Exploring the use of genetically modified organisms for the biocontrol of invasive species,80.
offering an environmentally friendly alternative to chemical pesticides.
Advancing tissue engineering approaches for the repair and regeneration of damaged81.
nerves, offering hope for patients with nerve injuries and neurodegenerative diseases.
Developing innovative bioengineering strategies to enhance the bioluminescence of82.
organisms for use in natural lighting and signaling applications.
Exploring the application of bioengineering in the development of edible vaccines, aiming83.
to simplify vaccine distribution and administration.
Investigating the role of bioengineering in the creation of sustainable and renewable84.
sources of animal feed, reducing the environmental impact of livestock farming.
Developing bioengineered sensors for the detection of airborne pathogens, improving85.
public health response to outbreaks of infectious diseases.
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Advancing the field of metabolic engineering to optimize the production of bio-based86.
chemicals, fuels, and materials, reducing reliance on fossil resources.
Creating biologically inspired algorithms for solving complex computational problems,87.
inspired by the efficiency of natural processes.
Investigating the potential of bioengineering approaches to mitigate the effects of climate88.
change on vulnerable ecosystems.
Developing bioengineered solutions for the effective management and treatment of89.
industrial wastewater, aiming to protect water resources.
Exploring the use of bioengineering to enhance the nutritional content of crops, addressing90.
global nutritional deficiencies.
Investigating the potential of bioengineered microbial fuel cells for the generation of clean91.
and renewable energy.
Advancing the application of bioengineering in forensic science for more accurate and92.
efficient processing of biological evidence.
Developing novel bioengineering strategies for the restoration of vision in patients with93.
retinal diseases.
Exploring the potential of bioengineering to create bioart for educational, therapeutic, and94.
cultural applications.
Investigating the use of bioengineering in the development of biodegradable packaging95.
materials to reduce waste and environmental impact.
Advancing the integration of bioengineering and material science to develop smart textiles96.
capable of monitoring health or adapting to environmental changes.
Developing bioengineering approaches to enhance the sensory qualities of plant-based97.
foods, improving their texture, taste, and overall acceptability.
Creating bioengineered systems for the efficient capture and utilization of carbon dioxide,98.
contributing to efforts to combat climate change.
Investigating the potential of bioengineering to develop novel antimicrobial agents in the99.
face of increasing antibiotic resistance.
Advancing the use of bioengineering in creating more efficient systems for the conversion100.
of biomass into renewable energy sources.
Exploring the role of bioengineering in enhancing the resilience of marine ecosystems to101.
environmental stressors such as ocean acidification.
Developing novel bioengineering techniques for the non-invasive monitoring and treatment102.
of chronic diseases, improving patient quality of life.
Investigating the application of bioengineering methods to control and mitigate harmful103.
algal blooms in aquatic ecosystems.
Advancing our understanding of the human genome through bioengineering technologies,104.
paving the way for new insights into genetic diseases.
Creating bioengineered models of the human gut microbiome to study its impact on health105.
and disease more effectively.
Developing bioengineered systems for the sustainable production of essential vitamins and106.
nutrients, addressing malnutrition issues globally.
Exploring the application of bioengineering in the production of bioluminescent plants for107.
sustainable lighting solutions.
Advancing tissue engineering to create fully functional replacement tissues for clinical108.
applications, reducing the need for organ transplants.
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Investigating the use of bioengineering to develop crops that can effectively remove soil109.
contaminants, aiding in land decontamination efforts.
Creating bioengineered insect models for the study of disease transmission, contributing to110.
the development of more effective disease control strategies.
Developing bioengineering approaches for the regeneration of endangered plant species,111.
contributing to biodiversity conservation efforts.
Exploring the potential of bioengineering to create more effective and less toxic cancer112.
treatments, improving patient outcomes.
Investigating the application of bioengineering techniques to the development of next-113.
generation biofuels, reducing dependence on fossil fuels.
Advancing the use of bioengineering in the remediation of air pollution, developing114.
effective strategies for the removal of airborne pollutants.
Creating bioengineered systems for the monitoring and control of infectious diseases,115.
enhancing public health responses to outbreaks.
Developing novel bioengineering methods for the study and conservation of wildlife116.
populations, aiding in the preservation of biodiversity.
Investigating the potential of bioengineering to enhance the efficiency of water purification117.
systems, ensuring access to clean water.
Advancing bioengineering techniques for the non-invasive assessment of plant health,118.
optimizing agricultural practices and crop management.
Exploring the use of bioengineering to develop more effective and personalized approaches119.
to mental health treatment.
Developing bioengineered solutions for the sustainable management of fisheries,120.
promoting the conservation of aquatic resources.

Fee Structure

Note 1: Fee mentioned below is per candidate.
Note 2: Fee of any sort is NON REFUNDABLE once paid. Please cross confirm all the details
before proceeding to fee payment

2  D a y s  T o t a l  F e e :  R s  4 1 7 4 / -

R e g  F e e  R s  1 2 5 2 / -

5  D a y s  T o t a l  F e e :  R s  1 0 4 3 5 / -

R e g  F e e  R s  3 1 3 1 / -

1 0  D a y s  T o t a l  F e e :  R s  1 6 0 0 0 / -

R e g  F e e  R s  4 8 0 0 / -

1 5  D a y s  T o t a l  F e e :  R s  2 5 2 6 3 / -
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R e g  F e e  R s  5 5 0 0 / -

2 0  D a y s  T o t a l  F e e :  R s  3 7 3 3 3 / -

R e g  F e e  R s  5 5 0 0 / -

3 0  D a y s  T o t a l  F e e :  R s  5 9 2 9 4 / -

R e g  F e e  R s  5 5 0 0 / -

4 5  D a y s  T o t a l  F e e :  R s  9 0 3 5 3 / -

R e g  F e e  R s  5 5 0 0 / -

2  M o n t h s  T o t a l  F e e :  R s  1 1 2 0 0 0 / -

R e g  F e e  R s  5 5 0 0 / -

3  M o n t h s  T o t a l  F e e :  R s  1 7 0 6 6 7 / -

R e g  F e e  R s  5 5 0 0 / -

4  M o n t h s  T o t a l  F e e :  R s  2 2 6 6 6 7 / -

R e g  F e e  R s  5 5 0 0 / -

5  M o n t h s  T o t a l  F e e :  R s  2 8 5 3 3 3 / -

R e g  F e e  R s  5 5 0 0 / -

6  M o n t h s  T o t a l  F e e :  R s  3 4 1 3 3 3 / -

R e g  F e e  R s  5 5 0 0 / -

7  M o n t h s  T o t a l  F e e :  R s  4 0 0 0 0 0 / -

R e g  F e e  R s  5 5 0 0 / -

8  M o n t h s  T o t a l  F e e :  R s  4 5 6 0 0 0 / -

R e g  F e e  R s  5 5 0 0 / -

9  M o n t h s  T o t a l  F e e :  R s  5 1 2 0 0 0 / -

R e g  F e e  R s  5 5 0 0 / -
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1 0  M o n t h s  T o t a l  F e e :  R s  5 7 0 6 6 7 / -

R e g  F e e  R s  5 5 0 0 / -

1 1  M o n t h s  T o t a l  F e e :  R s  6 2 6 6 6 7 / -

R e g  F e e  R s  5 5 0 0 / -

1  Y e a r  T o t a l  F e e :  R s  6 8 5 3 3 3 / -

R e g  F e e  R s  5 5 0 0 / -

Please contact +91-9014935156 for fee payments info or EMI options or
Payment via Credit Card or Payment using PDC (Post Dated Cheque).
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